A PIECE OF HOME
ON THE MOVE

MAKE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

HOLIDAY BETTER
Whether business class or junior suite, you deserve an
UPGRADE. Therefore, at TABBERT, we will make sure that
you have it a little better than expected with our 2019
models. So that you feel at home on holiday, your future
mobile holiday home is not just first class in terms of technology and design. The TABBERT 2019 models truly give you
a sense of HOME.
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TABBERT IS

HOME: THE FUSION OF

			 CHARACTER
		
A ND DYNAMICS

Unique in design, dynamic, elegant and quite extravagant – our
designers place emphasis on the highest quality, stability and aerodynamics when designing a TABBERT. During the design process, they
already have their eye on distinctiveness. The 2019 design upgrade:
new, high-quality fenders at the bow and the streamlined graphics,
which additionally reinforce the elegant and confident atmosphere
of the TABBERT caravans. They are well-positioned against the competition and remain the epitome of modern caravanning.
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DESIGN

DESIGN

INNOVATION

TABBERT IS

INNOVATION

THE SOUND

OF SILENCE
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The patented TABBERT roof impresses with a range of important benefits. Probably the most important of these is its exceptional noise insulation: The difference between a normal, sandwich pressed standard
roof and the 58 millimetre TABBERT design, which is almost twice as
thick, goes beyond just the extra stability. In a downpour or hailstorm,
the noise level is reduced by up to 9 decibels or more, making it around
1.5 times quieter. In other words, you can sleep through a night-time
downpour practically undisturbed. And this is just one of many reasons
why seasoned campers insist on a TABBERT.
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SMARTHOME TECHNOLOGY

TO GO

In a TABBERT, practical solutions are of course also a question of smart technology. With the help of a new GPS location system, you can track the whereabouts of your TABBERT
caravan at any time. The tracker transmits a location signal
for up to three months without needing any electricity. The
associated smartphone app receives the location signal, and
it will notify you if your TABBERT is moved. Very comforting
to know – whether you are on holiday or at home.
You are also connected digitally with your heating and gas
supply, if you TABBERT is fitted with a Truma iNet system. In
the ROSSINI 620 DM 2.5 and in all new VIVALDI 2019 models,
the smart upgrade is already integrated as a standard. For
example, this way you can ensure that your TABBERT is warm
and cosy when you return from a long, wintery walk.
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INNOVATION

PIONEERING

TABBERT IS

INNOVATION

WINTERCAMPING

WARM UP FASTER,
		STAY COOL FOR LONGER
When the winter frost really bites, TABBERT caravans reveal their warm
side. The patented TABBERT roof, the 47-millimetre thick caravan floor
and the highly insulated side walls wrap around the interior like a
thick blanket. The result? An interior that has been shown to warm
up around 30% faster. With this temperature outlook, you are sure to
reconsider your travel destinations during the cold season. After all,
the clever TABBERT insulation system means that there are no limits
to your excursions into snow-covered regions. By the way: What keeps
you so warm in winter, keeps things cool for longer in summer.

HEATING UP
FROM -13 °C TO +20 °C IN MINUTES
°C

Measuring points
Norm center

+30

Norm front

+25

Bathroom/fan

Norm: 20 °C

+20

Time norm: 4 hours

							 TABBERT IS

CLIMATE
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240 time in min.
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[ app. 24 % faster ]
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Bed right



					TABBERT IS

SHAKEN FOR 10.000 KM –
BUT NOTHING STIRRED

To ensure that you continue to enjoy your TABBERT for
many years, we set the strictest standards for materials
and workmanship. This is just one of the many reasons
why you will still encounter our models from the 1970s on
your travels. That is because a TABBERT lasts a lifetime.
We work to ensure this with carefully selected and extremely demanding test procedures and simulations. We
deliberately seek out the most challenging road surfaces,
the longest routes and circuits to test our vehicles under
the most adverse conditions and at high driving speeds.
You can rely on this – for more than sixty years and for the
most wonderful moments of your life.
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							LONGEVITY

LONGEVITY

SAFETY

TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN

Protection and security are what make a house a home. A feeling that you can take with
you at any time, because we equip each of our models as standard with a complete
AL-KO safety package. An automatic sensor system continuously monitors the movement and driving stability of your caravan. The AL-KO AAA premium brake system
reduces braking distances by up to 5 metres and the AKS coupling instantly balances
out any rolling and pitching movements. We give you the certainty of arriving at your
destination relaxed and safe.
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							SAFETY

					TABBERT IS

			 TRUST

MODELS

LOTS OF

DIFFERENT OPTIONS
Small, medium or large? For two, four or six? The decision to opt for a TABBERT does
not depend on the size or the number of holidaymakers. It is a YES to more design,
more comfort, more quality and more practical functionality, which makes demanding camping fans into TABBERT owners. It goes without saying that every single model
series has its own particular strengths and interprets the exclusive TABBERT branding
in its own way. Thanks to the variety of floor plans, the perfect TABBERT can be found
for everyone. Which one is yours?

FOR YOUR MOBILE HOME

ROSSINI
For those who value the
essentials, and do not
want to miss out on
TABBERT quality.

DA VINCI

PEP

Handmade quality meets
family friendliness with
the DA VINCI elegant
design with lots of room
for extras.
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Colourful and versatile,
you can see immediately
that the well-equipped
PEP design is full of
character.

VIVALDI
Apart from its ample standard
equipment, which is typical
for TABBERT models, the new
VIVALDI convinces design-loving customers with its highquality and stylish interior.

PUCCINI
For anyone who wants more
than a caravan. Top-class,
yacht-style design with
heated floors and many
more series highlights.

CELLINI
The comfortable and extra
vagant CEELI is visually
and technically equipped
with everything you would
expect from a modern,
high-class caravan.
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CELLINI SLIDE-OUT
In terms of design and
technology, the CELLINI,
the SLIDE-OUT on the
parking space pushes a
side part outwards for
even more luxurious
living space.

ROSSINI

THE ENTRY MODEL FOR THOSE
		

WHO WANT MORE

Finally get away, experience nature, discover other countries, or find new
friends. If you do not want to miss the feeling of being at home, you will
find an ideal companion in the new ROSSINI. Because the entry model in
the TABBERT premium range experienced a complete upgrade, which not
only affects the new dynamic and elegant exterior optics, but above all
the feeling of being in the interior. And the advanced safety technology
of the new ROSSINI also contributes decisively to well-being. Regardless
of where you are.

ROSSINI 540 E
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ROSSINI

SIMPLY MORE PLACE FOR

HOLIDAYS
		IN XL

It is always nice to come home after a long day. Especially
if you come home to the great feeling of a TABBERT space.
The trick lies in the open views that result from the intelligent expansion of the interior. In the new ROSSINI, the even
larger round-body groups and the greater amount of space
are impressive - especially in the case of the new family
layouts, which have two wardrobes or an additional washbasin (depending on floor plan).

ROSSINI 540 E
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ROSSINI

BRIGHT IDEAS FOR A
GREATER SENSE OF

HOME

Of course, the can of ravioli will do, if it has to be quick. But
the smart and well-designed new ROSSINI kitchen, thanks to a
modern, three-burner cooking combination with electric ignition and solid cast iron, also allows you to devote yourself to
more sophisticated creations. If the kitchen remains cold, the
clean glass cover creates a seamless transition to the equally
generous and robust working surface.

The gas cooker is easy to operate
thanks to electric ignition.

ROSSINI 540 E

COSY

COMFORT
		VERY BIG

Whether it is morning meeting, a quick drink or social gathering - everyone can find their place in the ROSSINI seating
with their ergonomically shaped seat elements. Four new upholstery designs enhance the individual feeling of living, and
the shelves and cupboards offer plenty of space for practical
and personal use. The new furniture decor “Olmo Pavarotti”
and the furniture handles made of stainless steel convey a
tidy, harmonious ambience.

ROSSINI 620 DM
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ROSSINI

SO PLEASANTLY COMFORTABLE

LIVING WELL
With the slogan “Precisely the right thing for everyone”, the
cleverly equipped ROSSINI series, with its broad range of floorplans, appeals to the needs of many holiday-goers. On the spaciously designed single beds located in the light-flooded front
of the vehicle, everyone will find their favourite side. Your personal belongings can be stored in the spacious wall-mounted
cabinets in the sleeping area. Slide guards are attached to the
shelves in the headboard area to keep your personal things right
where you want them.
ROSSINI 540 E

		 ME HERE, YOU THERE –

SHARE AND DIVIDE WITH
		SENSE OF PROPORTION
The ROSSINI family floorplan provides both children and adults with the desired level of privacy:
simply close the partition and you’ll quickly feel
as if you are within the comforts of your own
home. It therefore helps that you can keep a few
personal items around, too. Cold-foam mattresses in the fixed beds provide even more beautiful
goodnight-story moments.

ROSSINI 620 DM
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ROSSINI

BREATHLESS BY DAY,

HEAVENLY AT NIGHT
In general, children love the cuddly togetherness in their mobile
apartment. In the new ROSSINIS, they can create their own realm
from their own beds. The spacious floor-mounted fixed beds
can be quickly converted into a separate seating group or, if the
garage door is open, can be used as a pass window.

ROSSINI 620 DM

A WELL-ORGANISED

BATHROOM
No matter how many toothbrushes you have to store in the bathroom, there is ample room for a fun morning ritual in every ROSSINI.
Whether on the stylish, full-timbered washbasin with high-quality
designer fittings or in the separate shower and toilet area. Plenty
of warm water thanks both to the large 45-litre water tank and a
Truma thermal spa, while the low-noise circulating heating ensures
morning warmth.

ROSSINI 620 DM
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ROSSINI
FLOORPLANS AND STRENGTHS
ROSSINI 490 DM 2,3

4

+2

1.500

5

ROSSINI 490 TD 2,3

7

230

3

1.400

669

699

731

++ Compact layout

++ Compact layout

++ Compact layout

+ + Compact and agile under 700 cm

+ + 4 beds

++ 148 l refrigerator

++ 4 beds

+ + Compact and agile under 700 cm

++ Large wardrobe

+ + 148 l refrigerator

++ Touring vehicle

+ + Angled kitchen

++ 148 l refrigerator

+2

5

ROSSINI 540 E 2,3

7

1.700

731

ROSSINI 620 DM 2,5

4

+1

2.000

6

7

250

230

230

1.500

4

731

+ + Compact layout

ROSSINI 520 DM 2,3

1.500

230

ROSSINI 450 TD 2,3

230

1.400

230

ROSSINI 450 E 2,3

785

831

+ + Central seating group

+ + Single beds

+ + Large payload

+ + Wide bunk beds

+ + Round seating group

+ + Combi heating system

++ Extra linen cupboard

+ + Front shelving in sleeping area

+ + Wardrobe

+ + 148 l refrigerator

+ + 148 l refrigerator
+ + Lots of storage space

X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)
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- XXX -

TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

x

NUMBER OF BEDS

+x

x

OPTIONAL BEDS
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2,3 = WIDTH 2.3 M

2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M

ROSSINI
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
++
++
++
++
++

GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)
1. CHASSIS
+ + Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
+ + AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ AL-KO premium supports
++ Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock
+ + AL-KO Trailer Control – ATC
+ + AL-KO Premium Break (automatic break lining adjustment)
+ + Support wheel with towbar scale

Comfortable maneuvering handles at the front
Ergonomic shunting bar at the back
Service hatch in side wall (depending on layout)
TABBERT taillight with conventional lighting technology
Extra bright LED awning light, 12 V, above entrance door

3. LIVING
+ + Furniture decor “Olmo Pavarotti”
++ High-quality metal handles in stainless steel look
+ + Upholstery versions, options: Brown Stone, Pearl Leaf, Amber
Leaf, Soft Carbon (extra charge: Active LINE)
++ easy conversion of round seating group to bed
(no compensating pad required)
++ Ventilated seat storage boxes and rear ventilation of
ceiling cupboards
+ + Storage compartments and surrounding storage space
in seating group area
+ + Textile room divider
+ + Stylish panel curtains
++ High-quality corner shelves
+ + Single-post lift table for circular seating group
++ High-quality PVC flooring
+ + Fixed beds with cold-foam mattresses
++ Slatted frame, tilting, with gas-charged shock absorber
+ + Storage shelf in bed area (depending on layout)
+ + Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
++ 2-door cabinet in front/rear toilet cubicle
+ + Safetylock closure for ceiling-mounted kitchen cupboard
++ Smoke alarm

2. BODY
++ GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+ + Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 33 mm, floor thickness
48 mm
++ Hammer tone finish sheet metal in white
+ + Integrated gas bottle locker with aluminium floor, with
parallel opening gas locker cover, with gas pressure damper
and large opening
+ + Entry step with integrated TABBERT emblem, insulated
+ + Hinged window, tinted, heat insulating, with safety lock
+ + Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
+ + Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – Seating group and sleeping area
+ + Two-piece entrance door with window, roller blind,
waste bin, tray and triple lock
+ + Single-key system for all doors and access hatches

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
++ Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V¹ or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or DualControl)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and glass cover
++ Stainless sink
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ Pantry pull-out with large drawers and soft-close slides
(depending on layout)

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Convection gas heater
++ Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma Therme)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, permanently installed, internal and
external filling option, cleaning opening
++ Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
1

12 V operation from 148 l refrigerators are not possible!

++ Top cupboard with mirror and storage space in the washroom
(depending on layout plan)
++ 12 V lighting
++ Thetford bank toilet
++ Toilet shaft seal
5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ Halogen and LED recessed spots (power saving, long life)
++ Flicker-free 10 W reading spots (long life, no brightness
fluctuations), position adjustable
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (areal connection, satellite cable in place)
++ Converter/switching power supply, 350 Watt
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ GPS tracker

* For TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.

UPHOLSTERY
BROWN STONE

FABRIC

SOFT CARBON FABRIC ACTIVE LINE

PEARL LEAF

SYNTHETIC LEATHER

AMBER LEAF SYNTHETIC LEATHER

Whether sound in tone or
contrast, fabric or synthetic
leather – you can personalise your ROSSINI according
to your personal taste.

is
ON upholstery
The SOFT CARB
ant
st
si
re
nnovative, stai *
made from in
l.
ia
er
Mat
Clean-Ac tive-

* Option available at extra cost
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DA VINCI

A FAMILY HOLIDAY WITH A

		 FEELING OF HOME

Playing, swimming, hiking, sightseeing, reading, camp fire – with
a camping holiday there is something for everyone in the family.
This also applies to the generously extended DA VINCI range, which
is equipped with lots of sensible details. It has four family-friendly layouts for up to eight people. And while the little ones just
enjoy the great outdoors, the DA VINCI offers adults the luxury of a
stylish retreat.

DA VINCI 540 DM
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DA VINCI

A

SIGHT

AS BEAUTIFUL AS THE

VIEW

Distant landscapes, blue sky and fascinating colours
make the heart of every camper beat a little faster. In
the DA VINCI, however, you don’t necessarily have to
gaze out of the windows. All the more so if you value
top-quality workmanship and stylish design. Take for
example the elegant shape of the overhead cupboards
in “Noce Opera” with bright leather-feel applications.
Or the classy glass case beside the entrance. In the
DA VINCI, everyone will find their favourite spot.
DA VINCI 490 TD
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DA VINCI 490 TD

DA VINCI

		TURNING COOKING INTO A
PLEASURE FOR THE SENSES

Freshly picked basil leaves circulate their unique aroma. A tasty treat for
the entire family is quickly prepared. The attractive yet durable worktop
provides all the space you need. Especially with the elegant smoked glass
cover that transforms the cooker combination into an additional work
surface. Naturally, you will also find an easy-to-clean stainless steel sink
complete with designer fittings and a family-friendly 148-litre refrigerator. Bon appetit!

DA VINCI 490 TD

AT HOME IS ANYWHERE

		

WHERE YOU ENJOY BEING
A minute ago it was a cosy nook in which to enjoy a little snack
between meals. Now it is transformed into a circular seating area
for a game of Monopoly with five players. The lifting table on its
central support column can be raised to playing height in a matter of seconds. With one of four new upholstery worlds available
in the DA VINCI in coordinated textile or synthetic leather nuances, you also have a personal touch. The extra-high TABBERT
typical backrests guarantee comfortable seating, while at the
same time helping to keep the air out! And when it gets late,
the optional ambient lighting bathes your DA VINCI in soothing
warm light.
Smart: The table extension creates space for 5 persons (depending on layout).
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DA VINCI 540 DM
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DA VINCI

THOSE WHO ARE WIDE
MUST HAVE ENJOYED A

AWAKE

GREAT NIGHT'S SLEEP
It's wonderful when you can look forward to spending an entire sunny day
with the children. The energy required
is accumulated during a restful night's
sleep and activated with a refreshing
shower.

With excellent fittings including a large mirror and
cupboards with a clever arrangement system, everyone
will want to be the first in
the bathroom. Of course, the
practical shelves are fitted
with non-slip strips to keep
everything in place throughout the journey. The frosted glass window is another
clever touch. It provides privacy while letting in plenty of
fresh air and natural light.

A DA VINCI spoils you with 5-zone cold foam mattresses included as standard. The rubber-mounted
slatted frame features height adjustment in the foot
and head area. The optional comfort sleep system
satisfies every requirement. This is the most relaxing
way to start the day. A good thing too, as the children
are already ready for action.
DA VINCI 490 TD
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DA VINCI 490 TD

DA VINCI 490 TD
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DA VINCI

DA VINCI HIGHLIGHTS
+	Lots of family floorplans featuring up to 8 places to sleep

+	More power due to 400 watt
converter

+	TABBERT GRP roof

+	Premium equipment at an attractive price FINEST EDITION

HOME-FIELD ADVANTAGE
DA VINCI FINEST EDITION
The cleverly equipped DA VINCI is available
as a special model in 2019 and features a
large number of upgrades. Apart from the
new comfort sleeping systems and the
coveted ambience lighting, the new insect
protection door and the LED-TV prove that
TABBERT has thought of the customers’
day-to-day camping life in designing its
FIRST EDITION packages.
The L-shaped kitchen with two ergonomically optimised working heights offers plenty of space and all the conveniences you enjoy at
home. The aesthetically curved kitchen canopy with spot lighting rounds out the accomplished kitchen design.

The stylish glass case in the entrance area (depending on layout) is an
impressive feature.

Solid wood edges protect areas exposed to knocks and bumps.
Lasting value is a TABBERT principle.

The patented TABBERT roof combines optimum air circulation and temperature insulation with excellent noise damping. Naturally, with
a hail-resistant GRP roof.

Two-tone furniture décor with its tasteful chrome moulding and
a special surface coating impart the sophisticated atmosphere of
the luxury class.
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DA VINCI
FLOORPLANS AND STRENGTHS
1.500

DA VINCI 460 E 2,3

4

230
599

1.500

DA VINCI 490 TD 2,3

3

1.600

4

230

DA VINCI 450 TD 2,3

3

230

1.400

230

DA VINCI 380 TD 2,3

669

689

731

+ + Compact layout

+ + Compact layout

+ + Compact layout

++ Round seating group

+ + Compact and agile under 600 cm

+ + Open viewing axis

+ + Compact and agile under 700 cm

++ 148 l refrigerator

++ Kitchen in the rear

++ Linen cupboard and wardrobe

4

1.700

+2

DA VINCI 540 E 2,3

7

5

1.700

DA VINCI 550 DM 2,3

4

250
731

785

785

+ + Perfect layout for children’s room

++ Large round seating group

++ Wide bunk beds

+ + 148 l refrigerator

++ Angled kitchen with ample storage surface

++ 148 l refrigerator

++ 148 l refrigerator

++ Wardrobe

++ Separate seat with pull-out table

++ Good sense of space

++ Lots of storage space

+ + Single beds

++ Sufficient legroom underneath the table

DA VINCI 655 KD 2,5

250

807

7

++ Spacious kitchen

DA VINCI 700 KD 2,5

6

861

+1

2.200

8

7

947

+ + Large round seating group

++ Seating group in front

++ Separate Children’s room with seating area

+ + 148 l refrigerator

+ + Bunk beds lengthwise

++ Open bath

++ Spacious kitchen with carousel and counter

+ + Large sense of space

++ Comfortable shower

+ + Linen cupboard and wardrobe

+ + Linen cupboard

++ Lots of storage space

X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)
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5

250

4

2.000

250

1.800

+2

785

+ + Round seating group in the front

DA VINCI 560 TDL 2,5

1.700

230

DA VINCI 540 DM 2,5

250

1.600

230

DA VINCI 495 HE 2,3

- XXX -

TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

x

NUMBER OF BEDS

+x

x

OPTIONAL BEDS
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2,3 = WIDTH 2.3 M

2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M

DA VINCI
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)

++
++
++
++
++
++

1. CHASSIS
+ + Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
+ + AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ AL-KO premium supports
++ Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock
+ + AL-KO Trailer Control – ATC
+ + AL-KO Premium Break (automatic break lining adjustment)
+ + Support wheel with towbar scale

waste bin, tray and triple lock
Single-key system for all doors and access hatches
Comfortable maneuvering handles at the front
Ergonomic shunting bar at the back
Service hatch in side wall (depending on layout)
TABBERT taillight with conventional lighting technology
Extra bright LED awning light, 12 V, above entrance door

3. LIVING
++ Furniture decor “Noce Opera Caramel”
++ Furniture flaps in wood style
++ High-quality metal handles in chrome
++ Upholstery versions, options: Brown Stone, Pearl Leaf, Amber
Leaf, Soft Carbon (extra charge: Active LINE)
++ easy conversion of round seating group to bed
(no compensating pad required)
++ Ventilated seat storage boxes and rear ventilation
of ceiling cupboards
++ Storage compartments and surrounding storage space
in seating group area
++ Textile room divider
++ Stylish panel curtains
++ High-quality corner shelves
++ Single-post lift table for circular seating group
++ High-quality PVC flooring
++ Fixed beds with cold-foam mattresses
++ Slatted frame, tilting, with gas-charged shock absorber
++ Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
++ Glass case with ceiling cupboard in entrance area
(depending on layout)
++ 2-door cabinet in front/rear toilet cubicle
++ Safetylock closure for ceiling-mounted kitchen cupboard
++ Smoke alarm

2. BODY
++ TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm, roof rear-ventilated
(diffusion function)
+ + GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+ + Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm (33 mm sandwich,
23.5 mm felt + 1.5 mm GRP), floor thickness 48 mm
+ + Hammer tone finish sheet metal in white
++ Single stripe molding silver/chrome
+ + Front fender
+ + Integrated gas bottle locker with aluminium floor, with
parallel opening gas locker cover, with gas pressure damper
and large opening
++ Entry step with integrated TABBERT emblem, insulated
+ + Hinged window, tinted, heat insulating, with safety lock
+ + Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
+ + Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(700 x 500 mm) – seating group
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – sleeping area)
+ + Two-piece entrance door with window, roller blind,

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
++ Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V¹ or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or DualControl)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and glass cover
++ Stainless sink
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ TABBERT counter top (depending on layout)
++ Pantry pull-out with large drawers and soft-close slides
(depending on layout)
++ Top cupboard with mirror and storage space in washroom
++ 12 V lighting
++ Thetford bank toilet (Dometic ceramic cassette toilet for 700 KD)
++ Toilet shaft seal

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Convection gas heater
++ Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma Therme)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, permanently installed, internal
and external filling option, cleaning opening
++ Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
1

12 V operation from 148 l refrigerators are not possible!

5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ Halogen and LED recessed spots (power saving, long life)
++ Flicker-free 10 W reading spots (long life, no brightness
fluctuations), position adjustable
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (areal connection, satellite cable in place)
++ Converter/switching power supply, 400 W
++ USB connection socket
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ GPS tracker

* For TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.

UPHOLSTERY
BROWN STONE

FABRIC

SOFT CARBON FABRIC ACTIVE LINE

PEARL LEAF

SYNTHETIC LEATHER

AMBER LEAF SYNTHETIC LEATHER

Whether sound in tone or
contrast, fabric or synthetic
leather – you can personalise your DA VINCI according
to your personal taste.
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* Option available at extra cost
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PEP

Summer, friends, sunshine and the freedom of knowing that you can
step out into the sunshine without giving it much thought at all – that
is what it’s like being on holiday with your PEP. The feisty PEP is laidback and colourful, yet it is also constructed on the solid foundation of
TABBERT qualities. Behind the jazzy details and optics, customers will
find traditional handicrafts combined with sophisticated technology. It
is therefore definitely worth viewing this caravan not just in terms of its
atypical TABBERT appearance.

PEP 540 E 2,3
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PEP

PEP IS LIKE SAMBA
AND SUNBATHING
Warm lighting, friendly design, and the
one or the other unique decorative piece.
The ingredients for the southern-spicy PEP
cocktail will ignite your wanderlust. Simply
choose from one of three cool upholstery
worlds, e.g., the fiery “Berry Red”, and your
TABBERT will immediately match your very
personal holiday feeling. What you might
also need for your perfect summer feeling
can be stored in the spacious cabinets and
storage space.

PEP 540 E 2,3
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PEP

PEP TASTES LIKE
SALSA AND CERVEZA
And when the hunger pains start, the three-flame cooker in the kitchen can demonstrate its fiery character. Even here there is a colourful
mixture of lively design and technical balance. The highlight colours
of the peppy Latinos define the spacious overhead cupboards and
the wide drawers with their soft-close function. On the TABBERT bar
counter (depending on the floorplan), you’ll find room to put a few
tapas. And the large refrigerator is also made to order for having a
small fiesta.

PEP 540 E 2,3

PEP 540 E 2,3

PEP IS THE
CHAMPION FOR CHILLING OUT
Finally arriving, unwinding and allowing your gaze to wander. With
its combination of Southern European flair and luxurious furnishings, the PEP invites you to enjoy 100% relaxation. For an enjoyable
midday break, simply pull-out the centre partition of the comfortable round seating group and put your feet up. Now put the fruit
punch glass in the one hand and your mobile phone in the other
and you’ll be enjoying the perfect holiday ... or do you prefer a Pina
Colada that matches the furniture?
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PEP

PEP 540 E 2,3

PEP 490 TD 2,3
Good night times two: in the spacious double bed.

PEP 540 E 2,3

PEP IS LIKE

RELAXING AT THE BEACH
Whether you want to take a short nap or sleep in – you’ll get a
good night’s sleep on the beds equipped with cold-foam mattresses. Thanks to the double-sided window in the rear, you can
enjoy the cool breeze and perhaps even enjoy listening to the
sound of the surf. Reinvigoration is guaranteed when you jump
into the cold water: The recurring PEP colour worlds ensure your
mood is good when you enter the nicely equipped bathroom.

Wish list: the stylish bedroom
wall in the front is indirectly
illuminated and in upholstery
colour.

PEP 540 E 2,3
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From two, make one: the rollout function.

PEP

PEP HIGHLIGHTS
+ Selection of 2 furniture worlds
+ Selection of 2 exterior designs
+ Comprehensive standard equipment
Design variant RED

Design variant MINT
Batteries always charged: Thanks to the
USB port underneath the TV.

Nice and practical: the transparent countertop for more storage surface.

Standard instead of optional extra: Flyscreen door keeps insects
out.

Hot combination: the practical PEP kitchen
with fronts in white (Berry Red upholstery)

Find what you are looking for: illuminated storage bins underneath the upper compartments.
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Pretty ingenious: modern highlights under
the kitchen baldachin.

It must be beautiful: the modern ceiling
light in LED technology.

55

Keeping you informed, as a standard: Fresh
water tank display.

PEP

FLOORPLANS
AND STRENGTHS

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

CHASSIS
Wide lane safety chassis with axle shock absorber
Fully galvanised AL-KO low rolling chassis
AL-KO premium support
Stabiliser safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with soft dock
AL-KO trailer control – ATC (anti skid system)
AL-KO premium brake (automatic brake adjustment)
White alloy wheels with tyres
Support wheel with towbar scale

TABBERT rear light
Awning light with motion detector
Awning ledge with lighting on right (dimmable)
Insect protection door 1/1

3.
++
++
++
++

LIVING
Furniture décor in “cocobolo”
Furniture hatches antique white and turquoise
High quality metal handles in chrome
Upholstery variants, optional: Sunny Yellow, Mint Blue or
Berry Red
Comfortable bed conversion circular seating (no compensation
padding necessary)
Ventilated seat stowage crates and ventilation of the ceiling
cupboards
Ergonomically shaped seat cushions with extra high back
cushions for optimum comfort
Storage crates and revolving shelf in the sitting area
Textile partition
Modern curtain panels
High quality shelves
Single post lift table in round seating area
High quality PVC flooring
Fixed beds with cold-foam mattresses
Slatted frame adjustable with gas pressure shock absorbers
Storage hatch in seating crate partition in the entrance area
Entrance cabinet with wall unit (depending on layout)
2 door wardrobe in front/rear toilet room
Safety locking of the kitchen ceiling cabinet
Smoke alarm

++
++

2. SETUP
+ + TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm, ventilated roof
(diffusing function)
+ + GRP roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+ + Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm, floor thickness
47 mm
+ + White steel sheet
+ + Integrated bottle crate with aluminium floor, with parallel
opening bottle crate cover with gas pressure absorber and
generous opening
+ + Illuminated entrance step integrated with TABBERT lettering,
isolated
+ + Vent windows tinted, thermal insulation lockable with safety
lock
++ Combined blinds and mosquito protection
+ + Clear glass lift tilt skylight/ventilated (700 x 500 mm)
+ + Clear glass lift tilt skylight/ventilated (400 x 400 mm)
+ + 2 piece entrance door with window, roller blind, litter bins,
shelf
++ and multi-point locking
+ + Single key system for all doors and supply hatches
+ + Comfortable manoeuvring handles at front
++ Ergonomic shunting bar at rear
+ + Service hatch in the side wall (depending on layout)

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

5.
++
++
++

++
++
++
++
++
++
++

1.600

731

+ + Round seating group
+ + 148 l refrigerator

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
13 pin connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
Area spot LED NTO
Optimum power supply (constant brightness even with
changing lighting, no flicker, no voltage fluctuations,
noiseless operation)
TV preparation (antenna connector, TV cable installation)
Converters/switching power supply 350 Watt
USB socket
Light in the wardrobe
Lighting on entrance step
Ambient lighting
GPS tracker

+ + Linen cupboard and wardrobe

PEP 540 E 2,3

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Gas heating with fan
+ + Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma
thermal bath)
+ + Fresh water tank 45 l, fixed, filled from the outside and
inside and with cleaning opening
+ + Water pipes fixed to the ventilation pipes
+ + Warm air with automatic speed control 12 V

1.700

4

785

+ + Large round seating group
+ + 148 l refrigerator
+ + Open sense of space

PEP 550 DM 2,3
1

4

+2

1.700

5

7

12 V operation from 148 l refrigerators are not possible!

230

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
+ + Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V¹ or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or DualControl)
+ + 3 burner hob with cast iron grate, electronic ignition and
glass cover
++ Stainless steel sink

PEP 490 TD 2,3

++ Automatic mixer tap in the kitchen and bathroom
+ + TABBERT counter (depending on layout)
+ + Apothecary drawer and large drawers with soft close
feature (depending on layout)
++ Wall unit with mirror and shelves, in the bathroom
++ 12 V lighting
+ + 230 V water heater via Truma thermal bath
++ Thetford bench toilet
++ Sealing toilet pit
+ + Level indicator fresh water tank (only in conjunction with
45 l fresh water tank)

230

1.
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

++
++
++
++

230

GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)

UPHOLSTERY
SUNNY YELLOW

FABRIC

MINT BLUE

FABRIC

BERRY RED

785

FABRIC

++ Wide bunk beds
++ 148 l refrigerator
++ Lots of storage space
++ Spacious kitchen
2,3 = WIDTH 2.3 M
X.XXX TECHNICALLY PERMISSIBLE TOTAL MASS IN KG (APPLICABLE FOR
SERIES CHASSIS; WEIGHT INCREASES OPTIONALLY POSSIBLE)
* F or TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of
our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year
impermeability guarantee on the vehicle body as well as 24 months
warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.
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x

NUMBER OF BEDS

- XXX -
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TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

+x

x

OPTIONAL BEDS

VIVALDI



LIFE AND STYLE

PERFECTLY COMBINED

The entire life as an experience. For those who choose VIVALDI,
they would like to enjoy the same comforts of home while on
their holiday. The combination of modern straightforwardness with precise and dynamic highlights, give the completely
redesigned interior of the caravan a confident appearance.
The lifestyle-oriented interior furnishings include a refrigerator cleverly positioned at the entrance. The secret: the refrigerator door can be opened from both sides! Refreshing drinks
can be removed from the outside, without having to enter the
motorhome. There are also many more neat features in the
new VIVALDI.

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3
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VIVALDI

THE NEW VIVALDI

THE FIRST
HOME ON WHEELS

Inspired by a modern building style, the form and colour
contracts of the VIVALDI furnishings convey an individual
and yet relaxing feel-good atmos-phere. This is particularly
the case when the indirect lighting falls on the curved edges
and straight block forms and the materials come into their
own. Brilliant white and light nut wood re-flect the brilliant
chrome and high-gloss surfaces. Warm grey tones and graphite strengthen the fancy lounge character in the interior,
which is highlighted by the spacious seating area.
VIVALDI 550 E 2,3
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VIVALDI

OPEN FOR
NEW EXPERIENCES

Like living in a loft. The interior design of the VIVALDI impresses its
guests with seamless transitions from functional furnishings to lifestyle design. Tastefully upholstered and constructed in a premium
way, the very relaxing round seating area will also convince (new)
pioneers from this modern form of TABBERT caravanning. Thanks to
the interior and the abundance of natural light, it feels as if you’ve
brought nature inside.
VIVALDI 550 E 2,3
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VIVALDI

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3
Do you want some refreshment? It doesn’t matter whether you want to access the
refrigerator from the inside or the outside, the refrigerator-freezer combination in the
VIVALDI is located at the entrance door and can be, thanks to the very efficient doublestop hinge technology, opened from both sides.

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

SEE WHAT YOU WANT,
HAVE WHAT YOU NEED
VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

The judicious design of the areas in the new VIVALDI integrate what’s
behind it. The three-flame cooker and the stainless steel sink are, for
example, flush and mounted with a a colour edge that seamlessly integrated into the fully-equipped kitchen. The kitchen bar makes an unused impression with its silver tucks and metal grips on the drawers
and therefore appears to be more of a stylish sideboard than anything
else. Even the transition from the kitchen unit to the rear wall follows
the stringent surface design. The window, which is recessed into the
wall, allows lots of natural light through the natural stone design. At
night, the light strips in the cabinets are illuminated, providing the
right amount of ambience for the appetising ensemble.
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VIVALDI

DIVE INTO THE

WELLNESS LOUNGE
Whether foam, cream or aroma, the bathroom is the one place where
you can allow yourself be pampered. Especially on holiday! For this
reason, the new loft-airy VIVALDI design concept with its modern use
of materials and the optimally aligned illumination also transfers the
luxurious feeling of spatial freedom.

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

SELECT

WHAT YOU LIKE
With its oversized side windows and the large skylight, night
owls can count stars instead of sheep in the back of the
VIVALDI. Surrounded by an interior design that is flooded in
atmospheric lighting, going to bed becomes another holiday
highlight. Regardless of whether you want to share your bed
or want to enjoy your single bed as a sleep soloist, here you
will find luxurious quiet – in particular if you have chosen a
cold-foam mattress with water gel along with the optional
TABBERT comfort sleep system.

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3
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VIVALDI

VIVALDI HIGHLIGHTS
+ Modern interior design in Bauhaus style
+	700 mm entrance door (depending on the floorplan) for easier
access to the vehicle
+	Combination heating system featuring smartphone control via
the TRUMA iNet System
+	A 153-litre refrigerator with separate freezer that is also accessible from the outside
+ Pantry pull-out with additional storage space

Due to the lightweight and quietly gliding partition sliding door, you can sleep in a relaxed and secluded manner. On cold days, the inside of the trailer will stay cosy and warm
and no energy is lost into the vacant sleeping area.

Easy entry: 700 mm wide comfort entrance
door (depending on the floorplan).

Raised ventilation shafts ensure a good
room climate and prevent dirt from getting into the opening.

68

The new 32" LED TV.

Clear lines, an aerodynamic design with sporty-elegant fenders with silver inlays give the VIVALDI a self-confident look.

Hidden and indirect: The new LED illumination concept bathes the living room in a cosy
and relaxing atmosphere.

The adjusted spots illuminate the sleeping and seating area and ensure a relaxing
evening of browsing the Internet or reading.

The pull-out insect door disappears almost soundlessly within the frame of the camper
van door and does not occupy any additional space in the entrance way.

The Truma iNet System enables the temperature regulation by smartphone and, if
desired, it will also display the gas fill level.
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VIVALDI
FLOORPLANS AND STRENGTHS
VIVALDI 490 TD 2,3

1.700

VIVALDI 550 DF 2,5

4

689

1.800

VIVALDI 550 E 2,3

3

250

230

3

230

1.600

1.800

727

787

787

+ + Compact single-bed layout

+ + Large round seating group

+ + Queen-size bed

++ Touring car

+ + Compact and agile under 700 cm

+ + Wardrobe and linen cupboard

+ + Kitchen in the rear

++ Lots of storage space

+ + Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

+ + Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

++ Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

+ + Entrance door 700 mm

++ Entrance door 700 mm

+2

5

250

4

1.800

787

VIVALDI 560 TD 2,5

7

1.800

VIVALDI 560 TDL 2,5

4

805

1.800

805

805

++ Lots of storage space

+ + Lots of storage space

++ Wardrobe and linen cupboard

++ Large round seating group

++ Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

+ + Bunk beds with single beds

++ Lots of storage space

++ Spacious kitchen with carousel

+ + Bedroom and wooden sliding door

++ Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

++ Bedroom and wooden sliding door

++ Entrance door 700 mm

++ Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)

++ Entrance door 700 mm

++ Entrance door 700 mm
2.200

4

250

VIVALDI 685 DF 2,5

4

250

VIVALDI 560 EMK 2,5

250

1.800

250

VIVALDI 550 E 2,5

4

230

VIVALDI 460 E 2,3

891

++ Queen-size bed
++ Open bath with comfortable shower
++ Refrigerator at the entrance
(also accessible from the outside)
++ Entrance door 700 mm
++ Special furniture possible (see price list)
X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)
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- XXX -

TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

x

NUMBER OF BEDS

+x

x

OPTIONAL BEDS
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2,3 = WIDTH 2.3 M

2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M

VIVALDI
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
+ + Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
+ + Lift-tilt roof hood, illuminated, clear glass/forced ventilation
(700 x 500 mm) – seating group
+ + Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – sleeping area
+ + TABBERT comfort entrance door with automatic locking
system, double seal and 2 foldable coat hooks, without
window
+ + Single-key system for all doors and access hatches
+ + Comfortable maneuvering handles at the front
+ + Ergonomic shunting bar at the back
+ + Service hatch in bed area (depending on layout)
+ + TABBERT taillight with homogeneous LED rear lamp
+ + LED awning light above entrance door – with motion sensor

GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)
1. CHASSIS
+ + Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
+ + AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ Low profile tyres
++ AL-KO premium supports
+ + Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock
+ + AL-KO Trailer Control – ATC
+ + AL-KO Premium Break (automatic break lining adjustment)
+ + Support wheel with towbar scale
2. BODY
+ + TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm, roof rear-ventilated
(diffusion function)
+ + GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+ + Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm, floor thickness
47 mm
+ + Hammer tone finish sheet metal in white
++ Single stripe molding silver/chrome
+ + Front fender with inlay (silver)
+ + Integrated gas bottle locker with aluminium floor, with parallel
opening gas locker cover, with gas pressure damper and large
opening
+ + Lighted entry step with TABBERT emblem
(integrated and insulated)
+ + Hinged window, tinted, heat insulating, with safety lock

3. LIVING
+ + Furniture decor "Noce Cognac light“
+ + High-quality metal handles in chrome
+ + Upholstery versions, options: Silver Pearl, Chocolate Arrow,
Vanilla Leaf, Sandy Beach (Active LINE extra charge), Coffee
Forest (extra charge for genuine leather)
+ + Easy conversion of round seating group to bed
(no compensating pad required)
+ + Ventilation grate in bench or bed frame
+ + Ceiling cupboards with rear ventilation
+ + Storage compartments and surrounding storage space
in seating group area
+ + Wooden sliding door as room divider (depending on layout)
+ + Stylish panel curtains

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

High-quality corner shelves
Single-post lift table for circular seating group
Atmospheric ambient lighting
High-quality PVC flooring
Fixed beds with cold-foam mattresses
Slatted frame, tilting, with gas-charged shock absorber
Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
Glass case with ceiling cupboard in entrance area
(depending on layout)
++ 4-door cabinet in front/rear toilet cubicle
++ Safetylock closure on all ceiling cupboards
++ Smoke alarm

5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ LED recess mounted spots (power saving, long life)
++ Non-flicker reading spots
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (antenna connection, roof reinforcement for
automatic antenna, SAT cable installed)
++ Converter/switching power supply, 400 W
++ Protected electric cable routing
++ USB connection box, 1x living room, 4x sleeping area
++ Ambiance ceiling lighting
++ Indirectly lit mirror over washbasin
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ GPS tracker

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
++ Dometic refrigerator (gas¹ or 12 V 2 or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or DualControl)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and glass cover
++ Stainless steel sink with glass cover
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ Large drawers with soft close feature (depending on floorplan)
++ Apothecary drawer (only for 550 DF)
++ Top cupboard with indirectly lit mirror and storage space,
in washroom
++ 12 V LED lighting
++ Thetford bank toilet with own water tank
++ Toilet shaft seal
++ TABBERT comfort bath (front/rear) length 1,280 mm

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Gas heating with fan (Combi 6 with iNet)
++ Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, permanently installed, internal
and external filling option, cleaning opening
+ + Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
1

F or gas operation, a 12 V connection is additionally required to control the
refrigerator!

2

12 V operation from 148 lrefrigerators are not possible!

* For TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.

UPHOLSTERY
SANDY BEACH FABRIC ACTIVE LINE

SILVER PEARL

FABRIC

CHOCOLATE ARROW

FABRIC

VANILLA LEAF SYNTHETIC LEATHER

COFFEE FOREST GENUINE LEATHER
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PUCCINI

WARMLY RECOMMENDED FOR

CAMPERS WITH
		HIGH STANDARDS

Real alpine enthusiasts get their blood boiling when it snows and the temperatures drop
below zero! Just as pronounced: their demand for a mobile home. With the TABBERT
PUCCINI, we welcome you to the upper class. In addition to its size and advanced design, connoisseurs are warming up for the patented, ultra-insulated TABBERT roof and the high-quality,
47-mm thick floor. Particularly well insulated windows protect against cold, and the centrally
positioned heating ensures optimally distributed warm air in the room. Draft? It’s a nonissue, just like condensation, thanks to the ingenious interior design and the unique ventilation technology.

PUCCINI 560 TD
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PUCCINI

YOUR TASTE,
		YOUR PASSION,
YOUR

LIVING ROOM

On holiday, it is important to enjoy every moment. The
best thing is in the morning, when the first light falls
through the large roof hatches and windows, and the
uncompromising quality of the PUCCINI living world.
The contrasting pilasters on the table, which perfectly
match the chromed handles on the cupboards and
drawers, provide additional highlights. The perfect
moment for a first coffee in the generously dimensioned seating area with its high-quality new fabric or
leather covers.
PUCCINI 560 TDL
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PUCCINI

A

GOURMET TEMPLE

FOR PERFECTIONISTS

The kitchen in the PUCCINI is magnificent. And above all spacious.
With a selection of the finest materials. Be it on the kitchen worktop
or on the deep drawers mounted on roller bearings. The three-flame
cooker with electric ignition and cast grate will have you cooking in
no time at all. The most important utensils can be safely stored in
the large pantry pull-out (depending on layout). Available in many
layout variants, a 148 litre refrigerator complete with freezer com
partment offers plenty of space for food and drinks. The perfect
recipe for the next meal is quickly found – because a kitchen
equipped to meet every need inspires every cook.

PUCCINI 560 TDL

PUCCINI 560 TD

PUCCINI 560 TD

THE
		

FASCINATION

OF EXCEPTIONAL FLAIR

The generously-sized seating area invites you to sit and
relax. Run your hand along the solid wooden edge of the lifting table on its central support column and cast your eyes
over the gleaming mother of pearl coloured surface. Savour
the luxury that surrounds you. The wooden décor with its
warm “Noce Cognac” hue and the bright two-tone furniture doors with chrome handles and safety locks convey the
elegance and style that you are entitled to expect in the
luxury class and naturally from TABBERT.
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ROOM

PUCCINI

FOR BEAUTY

Just one look at the spacious and well equipped bathroom is refreshing. In the PUCCINI, it welcomes you with an indirectly lit
mirror to underline the impressive feeling of space. Naturally,
it is equipped with every modern convenience to satisfy the
most discerning tastes. Depending on your preferred equipment version, you will even find a four-door cabinet for your
bathroom accessories. Sometimes, you can have it all.

PUCCINI 550 E

GOOD NIGHT,

AND AN EVEN BETTER DAY
After a restful night, you can look forward to a fantastic morning in the PUCCINI. As you arise from your heavenly permanent
bed with its 5-zone cold foam mattress, the underfloor heating immediately warms your feet. It comes as standard, as does
the layout-dependent wooden sliding door for slightly more
privacy, or the elegant wall covering in the head area that keeps
unwanted draughts at bay. You can also select the optional
TABBERT comfort sleep system with flexible disk-springs and
barrel spring core mattress. Naturally, we thought of everything
in the PUCCINI to make you feel at home everywhere.

PUCCINI 560 TD
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PUCCINI

PUCCINI HIGHLIGHTS
+ Heated flooring
+ Modern corner-lights for ceiling cabinets
+ All lights can be switched or dimmed individually
+ Special furniture possible (see price list)

The exterior design of the PUCCINI also lends itself to the dynamic TABBERT Line, albeit with a different colour. The extra highlight?
The silver fender inlays in the front!

The refined lighting design incorporating indirect light creates a fascinating effect throughout the caravan – in addition, all lights can
be individually and centrally dimmed. Economical 12-volt LEDs conserve the on-board battery.

Form and function in perfect harmony: the design of the ceiling-mounted cupboard
corner light not only looks good.

82

The sophisticated safety lock mechanism
on the ceiling-mounted cupboards ensures
that the doors do not open by accident.

The high-gloss finish on the elegant curved furniture doors is a visual highlight – thanks also to the stylish chrome handles.

Once the roll out has been pulled out, the comfy individual
beds turn into a cosy resting area.

The bespoke media board is the perfect place for your entertainment
system and is prepared for a medium-sized flat screen television.
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PUCCINI
FLOORPLANS AND STRENGTHS

PUCCINI 550 E 2,3

1.700

PUCCINI 560 TD 2,5

4

731

785

+ + Touring car

++ Media board

+ + 148 l refrigerator

+ + 148 l refrigerator

++ Lots of storage space

+ + Linen cupboard and wardrobe

+ + Lots of storage space

++ Open sense of space

PUCCINI 655 TD 2,5

2.000

861

PUCCINI 685 DF 2,5

4

++ Large round seating group

2.300

PUCCINI 750 HTD 2,5

4

2.300

861

891

+ + Large rear seating area

++ Queen-size bed

++ Large seating group in the front

++ Separate comfortable
shower

+ + Media furniture

++ Spacious kitchen

+ + Spacious kitchen

+ + Spacious kitchen

++ 148 l refrigerator

+ + Lots of storage space

+ + Two wardrobes and a linen cupboard

++ Comfortable shower

+ + Open bath

+ + Special furniture possible (see price list)

+ + Bed extension

++ Sleeping area DV and E

655 DV
2,5

655 E
2,5

++ Special furniture possible (see price list)

X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)

84

- XXX -

4

947

++ Large rear seating area

++ Spacious kitchen

4

785

250

250

250

4

1.800

250

2.000

PUCCINI 560 E 2,5

4

807

+ + Round seating group

PUCCINI 655 D 2,5

1.800

250

230

4

250

1.700

230

PUCCINI 490 TD 2,3

TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

x

NUMBER OF BEDS

+x

x

OPTIONAL BEDS
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2,3 = WIDTH 2.3 M

2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M

PUCCINI
STANDARD EQUIPMENT
+ + Premium door with window, shade, bag and umbrella
compartment
+ + Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
+ + Two-piece entrance door with window, roller blind, waste bin,
tray and triple lock
+ + Single-key system for all doors and access hatches
+ + Comfortable maneuvering handles at the front
+ + Ergonomic shunting bar at the back
+ + Service hatch in bed area (depending on layout)
+ + TABBERT taillight with homogeneous LED rear lamp
+ + LED awning light above entrance door – with motion sensor

GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)
1. CHASSIS
+ + Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
+ + AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ Low profile tyres
++ AL-KO premium supports
+ + Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock
+ + AL-KO Trailer Control – ATC
+ + AL-KO Premium Break (automatic break lining adjustment)
+ + Support wheel with towbar scale

3. LIVING
+ + Furniture decor “Noce Cognac”
+ + Furniture flaps, bi-color, with high-gloss finish
+ + High-quality metal handles in chrome
+ + Upholstery versions, options: Silver Pearl, Chocolate Arrow,
Vanilla Leaf, Sandy Beach (Active LINE extra charge), Coffee
Forest (extra charge for genuine leather)
+ + Easy conversion of round seating group to bed
(no compensating pad required)
+ + Aluminum vertical support at the entrance
+ + Ventilation grate in bench or bed frame
+ + Ceiling cupboards with rear ventilation
+ + Storage compartments and surrounding storage space
in seating group area
+ + Wooden sliding door as room divider (depending on layout)
+ + Stylish panel curtains
+ + High-quality corner shelves with indirect lighting
+ + Contemporary ceiling-mounted cupboard with designer
corner light
+ + Single-post lift table for circular seating group
+ + Atmospheric ambient lighting

2. BODY
+ + TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm, roof rear-ventilated
(diffusion function)
+ + GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
+ + Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm, floor thickness
47 mm
+ + Hammer tone finish sheet metal in white
++ Single stripe molding silver/chrome
+ + Front fender with inlay (silver)
+ + Integrated gas bottle locker with aluminium floor, with parallel
opening gas locker cover, with gas pressure damper and large
opening
+ + Lighted entry step with TABBERT emblem
(integrated and insulated)
+ + Hinged window, tinted, heat insulating, with safety lock
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(960 x 655 mm) – seating group
+ + Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – sleeping area

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

High-quality PVC flooring
Fixed beds with cold-foam mattresses
Slatted frame, tilting, with gas-charged shock absorber
Functional wardrobe with shelves in sleeping area
(depending on layout)
Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
Glass case with ceiling cupboard in entrance area
(depending on layout)
4-door cabinet in front/rear toilet cubicle
Kitchenette splash-back in work surface design
Safetylock closure on all ceiling cupboards
Smoke alarm

5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ LED recess mounted spots (power saving, long life)
++ Non-flicker reading spots
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (antenna connection, roof reinforcement for
automatic antenna, SAT cable installed)
++ TV bracket, provided unmounted
++ Converter/switching power supply, 400 W
++ Protected electric cable routing
++ USB connection socket
++ Ambiance ceiling lighting
++ Indirectly lit mirror over washbasin
++ All lights individually switched/dimmed
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ GPS tracker

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
+ + Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V 1 or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or DualControl)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and glass cover
++ Stainless steel sink with glass cover
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ TABBERT counter top (depending on layout)
++ Pantry pull-out with large drawers and soft-close slides
(depending on layout)
++ Top cupboard with indirectly lit mirror and storage space,
in washroom
++ 12 V LED lighting
++ Thetford bank toilet
(with Dometic ceramic toilet unit for 655 D)
++ Toilet shaft seal
++ TABBERT comfort bath (front/rear) length 1,280 mm
++ Shower tray with surrounding seal

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Electric underfloor heating
++ Convection gas heater
++ Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma Therme)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, permanently installed, internal
and external filling option, cleaning opening
+ + Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
1

12 V operation from 148 lrefrigerators are not possible!

* For TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.

UPHOLSTERY
SANDY BEACH FABRIC ACTIVE LINE

SILVER PEARL

FABRIC

CHOCOLATE ARROW
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CELLINI

EXCLUSIVITY,

MASTERPIECE OF
EXPRESSION OF PERSONALITY

Do you want the luxury suite, but do not need room service? The
CELLINI is TABBERT’s biggest coup, down to the smallest detail,
with its unique design language and perfectly matched techni
cal and design features. Your new home in the holiday upper
class: A clear statement in terms of design and comfort, exalted
above every upgrade, relentless in its pursuit of perfection, and
still anxious to demonstrate its premium quality.

CELLINI 750 HTD

89

CELLINI

MORE

CLASS

		

CELLINI 750 HTD

FOR YOUR

INDIVIDUALITY

People with a sense of style and high expectations of
individual exclusivity will love the CELLINI. Here, they
will find beautifully coordinated details, which blend
seamlessly into the spatial concept, but create a power
ful visual effect. Linear chrome handles with integrated
push-in plus locking draw the eye to the exclusive
furniture design with cream-coloured accents. Upper
compartments with their matt finish create striking
reflections and frame the generously-sized seating
area finished in genuine leather with extra-high back
rests. The CELLINI caters to all the senses.
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ENJOYMENT IS
THE KEY

CELLINI

No matter where your spirit of adventure takes you, your
appetite for culinary temptation is sure to follow. Here,
you can indulge your wildest culinary dreams. You are sur
rounded by curved kitchen surfaces, a professional gas
cooker with a rugged cast grate as well as generouslysized soft-close drawers and a wide pantry pull-out that
glides open easily on roller bearings. The CELLINI is simply
a delight.

CELLINI 750 HTD

CELLINI 750 HTD

OTHERS MAY CLAIM TO BE
SATISFIED WITH LESS
A CELLINI celebrates its achievements with expert strengths. Central and separately
dimmable ambient lighting guarantees unrivalled exclusivity by creating a harmonious
backdrop – the perfect atmosphere for an evening packed with music or wonder
ful films. The media board with its elegant sideboard accommodates the world
of multimedia with a swivelling 22" television and CD/MP3 radio player for your
onboard cinema. Here, you can enjoy top-class entertainment. The climate control
system fitted as standard ensures comfortable temperatures. Leave the world out
side the door and immerse yourself in a new sphere of harmony.
CELLINI 750 HTD
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CELLINI

EVERYTHING FOR
THE NIGHT –
RELIVE THE DAY
After every action-packed day, you need a comfortable
night's sleep. The spacious sleeping area of the CELLINI
delivers big time on that front. The cosy comfort of the
double or single beds is achieved not only by the 5-zone
cold foam mattresses, but also thanks to the flexible
slatted frames. Standby LEDs provide discrete light for
comfortable bedtime reading before you drift off to a
well-earned sleep – to the dream world of the CELLINI.

CELLINI 750 HTD
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CELLINI

BATHING

IN LUXURY

CELLINI 750 HTD

Going barefoot on holidays is a particular pleasure.
Especially if there is warm underfloor heating to
caress your feet. And when you enter your bath
room area feeling refreshed, your excellent taste
will be rewarded time and again by the contem
porary chrome fittings and the warm light of the
indirectly lit mirror cabinet elements. The strong
yet smooth flow of warm water into the designer
washbasin made of a ceramic-like composite
material conjures up images of nature and bub
bling streams. A wonderful feeling that stays with
you. In your TABBERT CELLINI.
CELLINI 750 HTD
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CELLINI

CELLINI HIGHLIGHTS
+ LFI technology in bow and stern
+ Functional floor with underfloor shells
+	Rear storage compartment with central access to electricity
and water connections
+ City water connection

The exterior design of the TABBERT series, taken from aerodynamics, underscores the dynamic, self-confident profile of the CELLINI.

The new underfloor concept houses bulky
technical equipment and a heated storage
space near the axle for a favourable centre
of gravity.

LFI components (Long Fibre Injection) at the front and rear provide enhanced bodywork
stability and aerodynamic performance and improve the insulation.

A 22-inch flat-screen television fitted as
standard will entertain you and keep you
in touch with current affairs.

The rear storage box is more than just a simple caravan luggage compartment: it also
houses the electricity and city water connections, which enables the side walls to be
designed without openings and thermal bridges.

The combination of a large lift-tilt roof
hood and the TABBERT ceiling light ensures
optimum lighting conditions.

High-quality, durable and attractive pushlock handles on all furniture doors lock the
overhead storage spaces safely and reliably.

Beside the television, a combined radio/
CD/MP3 unit will entertain you via two
pairs of loudspeakers in the living area and
the sleeping area respectively.

On hot days, you will appreciate the cli
mate control system fitted as standard –
while others swelter in the heat, you can
enjoy the pleasant cool indoor climate.
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A sophisticated concept brings together
the ceiling light with its smoked glass ring
and crown emblem and the dimmable am
bient lighting.

99

Elegant LED rear lights for tail lights, brake
lights, indicators and fog lights are strik
ingly chic and enhance your safety.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

CELLINI

GENERAL
++ 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)

FLOORPLANS AND STRENGTHS
CELLINI 655 DF 2,5

4

2.500

4

250

2.300

250

CELLINI 590 TD 2,5

866

936

+ + Media furniture

+ + Queen-size bed

++ Linen cupboard

++ Spacious kitchen

+ + Open sense of space

+ + 170 litre refrigerator with separate freezer compartment
+ + Comfortable shower
+ + Special furniture possible (see price list)
2.800

4

250

CELLINI 750 HTD 2,5

1.022

+ + Large rear seating group
2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M - XXX - TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

+ + Spacious kitchen

X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES
CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)

++ Lots of storage space
+ + Open bath

x

+ + Bed extension

NUMBER OF BEDS

UPHOLSTERY
ATMOSFERAFABRIC

TENDENZA

SYNTHETIC LEATHER

GRAZIA GENUINE LEATHER, OPTION

1. CHASSIS
++ Alloy rims
+ + Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
++ Drawbar cover
++ Spare wheel
++ AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ Low profile tyres
++ AL-KO premium supports
++ Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock
++ Support wheel with towbar scale (not for 3.5 tonne chassis)
2. BODY
++ TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm, roof rear-ventilated
(diffusion function)
++ GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
++ Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm,
floor thickness 47 mm
++ Smooth metal sheeting, white
++ LFI (Long Fiber Injection) technology at front and rear
++ Integrated gas locker with aluminium floor and gas locker
cover with gas pressure damper and 3-point locking system
++ Lighted entry step with TABBERT emblem (integrated and
insulated)
++ Frame windows, tinted, heat insulating, lockable
+ + Entrance door with window, roller blind, waste bin, tray
and safety lock
++ Rear storage locker with aluminum floor
++ Premium door with window, shade, bag and umbrella
compartment
++ Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(960 x 655 mm) – seating group
++ Mini-Heki, force ventilated
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – sleeping area
++ Single-key system for all doors and access hatches
++ Comfortable maneuvering handles
++ Service hatch in side wall (depending on layout)
++ Brake/tail lights, LED
++ Indicator lights, LED
++ Fog/reversing lights, LED
++ LED awning light above entrance door – with motion sensor
++ TABBERT function floor with underfloor trays
++ Awning above slide out
++ Awning strip illuminated right
3. LIVING
++ Furniture decor “Noce Lido”
++ Exclusive metal handles with comfortable Push in Plus locking
+ + Furniture flaps, bi-color, with high-gloss finish
+ + Upholstery versions, options: Grazia (genuine leather as
option), Atmosfera, Tendenza (synthetic leather)
++ Aluminum vertical support at the entrance
++ Ventilation grate in bench or bed frame
++ Ceiling cupboards with rear ventilation
++ Stylish panel curtains
++ Single-post lift table for circular seating group

++
++
++
++
++

Indirect LED lighting strip in canopy (ambient lighting)
High-quality PVC flooring
Centrally controlled lighting with dimmer
Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
Glass case with ceiling cupboard in entrance area
(depending on layout)
++ Corner shelves with integrated lighting
++ Smoke alarm
4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
++ Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V¹ or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or Dual Control)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and ignition
safety
++ Stainless sink with coverage
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ Wall-mounted cabinet with mirror and storage space in the
washroom
++ 12 V LED lighting
++ Ceramic cassette toilet
++ Hinged milk glass washroom window with blackout/mosquito
netting roller blind (depending on layout)
++ Stainless steel washbasin
++ Shower unit with taps, no 230 V socket in washroom
++ High-quality soft-close drawers
5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ 12 V power supply package
++ LED recess mounted spots (power saving, long life)
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (antenna connection, roof reinforcement for
automatic antenna, SAT cable installed)
++ 22" flatscreen TV with integrated receiver and swivel arm
++ TV connection across from bed
++ Converter/switching power supply 400 W, integrated in
multifunction floor
++ USB connection socket
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ MP3 fitted radio with 2 speakers in living area and 2 speakers
in sleeping area
++ GPS tracker
6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Electric underfloor heating
++ Convection gas heater for living area
++ Convection gas heater for sanitary area
+ + Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma Therme)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, integrated in multifunction floor
++ Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
++ City water connection
7. AIR CONDITIONING
++ Roof-mounted air conditioning

1

12 V operation from 148 l refrigerators are not possible!

* F or TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.
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CELLINI SLIDE-OUT

SPACE MIRACLE:

TOP-CLASS
TAKING HOLIDAYS TO A NEW DIMENSION

An upgrade for the CELLINI? Impossible, unless one dispenses with all conventions and puts the size of the
avant-garde flagship of the TABBERT fleet into perspective. In the CELLINI slide-out, you will experience how
relative space is transformed into absolute size in the
most unbelievably fascinating way. No other caravan
displays and combines such extraordinary engineering
skill and such a unique interior ambiance as expressively as this TABBERT. Because it has been expanded, this
fascinating holiday home offers you a luxurious 19.5 m²
living room.

CELLINI SLIDE-OUT
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CELLINI SLIDE-OUT

ON THE OUTSIDE, THE

BEST –

		
ON THE INSIDE, UNRIVALLED
You will have to believe what you see. Step inside and you immediately
feel as if you have boarded a luxury yacht. Breathe in the freedom
and exclusivity, as the extended walls and the expansive VIP lounge –
with its extravagant leather couch and exquisite mix of materials – are
overwhelming. The magical ambient lighting flatters the interior with
its elegant piano lacquer and teak look. The ambition of combining
extrav agance with captivating comfort and ergonomics has been implemented to perfection.
CELLINI SLIDE-OUT
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CELLINI SLIDE-OUT

CELLINI SLIDE-OUT

DINE LIKE A PRINCE AND

SLEEP LIKE A KING
Even the most revolutionary idea must be meaningful and offer practical
benefits. And there is no shortage of these in our flagship: With the slideout function in the sleeping and kitchen areas, you are entering a new
dimension of space. The queen-size bed as well as the expansive kitchen
are unheard of in conventional caravans. Here, the interior appears to take
a deep breath and open up new horizons. If you always strive for the best
things in life, you have reached your goal here.
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CELLINI SLIDE-OUT
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT

CELLINI SLIDE-OUT
FLOORPLAN AND STRENGTHS

3.500

4

1.027

++ Unique spatial feeling with Slide-Out
+ + Large rear seating group
+ + Open bath
+ + Queen-size bed
+ + Lots of storage space

2,5 = WIDTH 2.5 M

- XXX - TOTAL LENGTH IN CM

X.XXX T ECHNICALLY ADMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT IN KG (FOR SERIES CHASSIS, ADDITIONAL WEIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE)

x

NUMBER OF BEDS

UPHOLSTERY
ATMOSFERAFABRIC

TENDENZA

SYNTHETIC LEATHER

Indirect LED lighting strip in canopy (ambient lighting)
High-quality PVC flooring
Centrally controlled lighting with dimmer
Storage hatch in the bench side wall in the entrance area
Glass case with ceiling cupboard in entrance area
(depending on layout)
++ Corner shelves with integrated lighting
++ Smoke alarm

1. CHASSIS
++ Alloy rims
++ Wide-track safety chassis with axle shock absorber
++ Drawbar cover
++ Spare wheel
++ AL-KO smooth running chassis, fully galvanised
++ Low profile tyres
++ AL-KO premium supports
++ Stabilizer safety coupling (AKS) 3004 with softdock

250

CELLINI 750 HTD 2,5 SLIDE-OUT

++
++
++
++
++

GENERAL
+ + 10 year impermeability guarantee*
(annual inspection by authorised dealer mandatory)

GRAZIA GENUINE LEATHER, OPTION

4. KITCHEN AND SANITARY AREA
++ Dometic refrigerator (gas or 12 V¹ or 230 V), with integrated
light and freezer compartment (gas operation en route
permitted only in combination with Mono or Dual Control)
++ 3-burner hob with electric ignition, cast grid and ignition
safety
++ Stainless sink with coverage
++ Automatic mixer taps in kitchen and washroom
++ Wall-mounted cabinet with mirror and storage space in the
washroom
++ 12 V LED lighting
++ Ceramic cassette toilet
++ Hinged milk glass washroom window with blackout/mosquito
netting roller blind (depending on layout)
++ Stainless steel washbasin
++ Shower unit with taps, no 230 V socket in washroom
++ High-quality soft-close drawers

2. BODY
++ TABBERT comfort roof, thickness 58 mm,
roof rear-ventilated (diffusion function)
++ GFC roof with reduced hail sensitivity
++ Wall thickness 31 mm, roof thickness 58 mm,
floor thickness 47 mm
++ Smooth metal sheeting, white
++ LFI (Long Fiber Injection) technology at front and rear
++ Integrated gas locker with aluminium floor and gas locker
cover with gas pressure damper and 3-point locking system
++ Lighted entry step with TABBERT emblem (integrated and
insulated)
++ Frame windows, tinted, heat insulating, lockable
++ Entrance door with window, roller blind, waste bin, tray
and safety lock
++ Rear storage locker with aluminum floor
++ Premium door with window, shade, bag and umbrella
compartment
++ Combined roller blinds and mosquito netting
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(960 x 655 mm) – seating group
++ Mini-Heki, force ventilated
++ Lift-tilt roof hood, clear glass/forced ventilation
(400 x 400 mm) – sleeping area
++ Single-key system for all doors and access hatches
++ Comfortable maneuvering handles
++ Service hatch in side wall (depending on layout)
++ Brake/tail lights, LED
++ Indicator lights, LED
++ Fog/reversing lights, LED
++ LED awning light above entrance door – with motion sensor
++ TABBERT function floor with underfloor trays
++ Awning above slide out
++ Awning strip illuminated right

5. POWER SUPPLY
++ 13-pole connector system “Jäger” (ISO 11446)
++ 12 V power supply package
++ LED recess mounted spots (power saving, long life)
++ Optimized voltage supply (constant brightness in changeable
lighting conditions, no flickering, no voltage fluctuations,
silent operation)
++ TV-ready (antenna connection, roof reinforcement for
automatic antenna, SAT cable installed)
++ 22" flatscreen TV with integrated receiver and swivel arm
++ TV connection across from bed
++ Converter/switching power supply 400 W, integrated in
multifunction floor
++ USB connection socket
++ Wardrobe lighting
++ MP3 fitted radio with 2 speakers in living area and 2 speakers
in sleeping area
++ GPS tracker

3. LIVING
++ Furniture decor “Noce Lido”
++ Exclusive metal handles with comfortable Push in Plus locking
++ Furniture flaps, bi-color, with high-gloss finish
++ Upholstery versions, options: Grazia (genuine leather as
option), Atmosfera, Tendenza (synthetic leather)
++ Aluminum vertical support at the entrance
++ Ventilation grate in bench or bed frame
++ Ceiling cupboards with rear ventilation
++ Stylish panel curtains
++ Single-post lift table for circular seating group

6. GAS/WATER/HEATING
++ Electric underfloor heating
++ Convection gas heater for living area
++ Convection gas heater for sanitary area
++ Hot water supply (in kitchen and toilet with Truma Therme)
++ Fresh water tank, 45 liters, integrated in multifunction floor
++ Water lines routed alongside air recirculation hose
++ City water connection
7. AIR CONDITIONING
++ Roof-mounted air conditioning

1

12 V operation from 148 ltr. refrigerators are not possible!

* F or TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time of delivery – a 10-year impermeability guarantee on the
vehicle body as well as a 24-month warranty provided by your TABBERT partner.
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EXPERTISE

IF IT FEELS LIKE

HOME ,

IT MUST BE
A

TABBERT
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SPATIAL CONCEPT

ROOM
FOR EXPLORERS
The sense of space in a TABBERT sets new standards. Our interior
concept uses open lines of sight to achieve freedom of movement
on a level that is closer to that of a luxury apartment than a holiday home on wheels. In addition to their excellent use of storage
space and optimum weight distribution, all TABBERT layouts are
developed to provide an ambience that perfectly fulfils the aspirations of modern living. This is the maxim of our designers,
engineers and master craftsmen. Hour by hour, day by day.

Thanks to open lines of sight, you
experience an exceptional feeling
of space.
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Plenty of room to manoeuvre
thanks to the smart design of the
interior layout.

COMFORT

1

		DURABLE

SEATING AND
RELAXATION COMFORT

2

SAMPLE FABRIC ATMOSFERA

SAMPLE GENUINE LEATHER GRAZIA

One of the best parts of any holiday is the long days. And when friends
gather round in the seating area of a TABBERT, the evenings can become
just as enjoyable long. High-quality, durable and exceptionally ergonomic
cushions with high backrests are particularly inviting 2 . On cold days,
well ventilated winter backrests prevent you from getting a chill from the
window fronts 1 . Simply pull the middle seat of the round seat group
forward, and you will feel like you’re at home on the sofa 3 . It feels just
as good as the easy-care cushion covers made of high-quality textiles,
imitation or even genuine leather.

3
The seat cushion can slide in and out by 120 millimetres: making a big difference when
it comes to the comfort of the fifth seat in the horseshoe seating arrangement.

SAMPLE SYNTHETIC LEATHER TENDENZA
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COMFORT

BETTER

SLEEP

OPTION

FOR A BETTER HOLIDAY
A good night’s sleep is the best way to start a perfect day of a holiday.
Therefore, we set the very highest standards of sleeping comfort in our
TABBERT models. Look forward to wonderful nights. An extra-comfortable
5-zone cold-foam mattress in your permanent beds provides exactly the
right level of support for the head, shoulders, back, hips and legs.

THE TABBERT

COMFORT

BED TYPES

SLEEP SYSTEM

Those for whom the high-quality TABBERT sleep system is not enough will
be delighted with the optional TABBERT comfort sleep system. Just take care
that you don’t sleep through your entire holiday.

French bed

Transversal bed

Load distribution due to
moving disk-springs

Single beds

Bunk beds

ADVANTAGES OF BED BASES
WITH DISK-SPRINGS

ADVANTAGES OF A COLD-FOAM
MATTRESS WITH WATER GEL LAYER

•
•

High point-elastic sleeping area (in 2 levels)

•

Very low contact area between disk-spring
bed base and mattress

•

Excellent ventilation of the sleep system,
excellent humidity management

•

•
•
•
•

Queen-size bed
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Barrel spring core mattress

Individual 5-step headrest adjustment

•
•

Laminated wood frame offers exceptional rigidity
All wood components comply with the E1 standard
(low formaldehyde/free of heavy metals)
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Premium quality cold-foam mattress with cosy water
gel layer for a relaxing night’s sleep
Pleasant cooling feeling during the fall-asleep phase
and perfect temperature balance at night
High-degree of point elasticity and optimal moisture
regulation due to open-cell structure
About 30% lighter than standard foam mattresses
Removable jersey cover with 4-side zipper and washable
up to 60°C (do not tumble-dry)

LIGHTING DESIGN

Form and function in perfect harmony: the design of the ceilingmounted cupboard corner light not only looks good.

Flicker-free, long-lasting and moveable
reading spotlights shine a bright and focussed beam of light wherever you wish.

BRIGHT IDEAS

For atmospheric evenings, there is ambient lighting with indirect
radiant LEDs – available exclusively as 12 V versions (optional in
the ROSSINI and DA VINCI).

Two shining design elements: The energy-efficient LED technology in the kitchenette canopy and the ceiling lamp that adds touches of colour in the living area.

SKILFULLY IMPLEMENTED
A highlight of every TABBERT caravan is the intelligent lighting concept, not just in the interior but also outside. The application of both
indirect and direct light creates an atmospheric ambience in the interior while spots show off your favourite accessories in their best
light. Outside the door, an awning light that is both elegant and
robust reacts automatically to approaching visitors. In addition, the
dimmable awning LED light strip creates just the right amount of light
for cosy evenings on your TABBERT terrace.

The bright, energy-saving LED light – equipped with a motion
detector as standard (optional on the ROSSINI and DA VINCI) –
provides good visibility under the awning and safety at night.
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See how the evening transpires: the dimmable awning light strip
provides the perfect lighting for relaxed conversations (optional).

CLIMATE

The rear-ventilated upper compartments and seat
storage boxes prevent condensed moisture and
provide a uniform interior climate.

IN SUMMER AND WINTER:
A WELL BALANCED

Gas supply

Climate-control systems

HOLIDAY CLIMATE

Heating systems

The Truma iNet System that comes standard in the ROSSINI 620
DM 2.5 and in all new VIVALDI
models, enables temperature
control through the use of an
app. Even the gas fill level can be
checked remotely.

The thermal insulation in the head
area keeps cool air at bay.

A pleasant climate should prevail not only at your holiday location, but also in your caravan. For this reason, a
TABBERT is constructed so that you can enjoy optimum
temperatures in your home-away-from-home throughout the year.

Warm in winter, cool
in summer thanks to
well insulated Seitz
windows with double
glazing.

The rear-ventilated front storage box with
air nozzles in the window sill eliminates
thermal bridges at the front window and
prevents unwanted condensation (from
the VIVALDI on).

The patented TABBERT roof (fitted as standard from the
DA VINCI on) guarantees air circulation, optimum temperature insulation and 9 dB of sound insulation (1.5
times quieter).

The interior heats up quickly thanks to the
modern and centrally positioned heating system (Truma S 3004 or S 5004 from body length
568 cm). In the new VIVALDI, air and water are
simultaneously heated – that saves space and
weight (Truma Combi).
High backrests provide optimum
protection against winter cold, allow
optimum circulation of warm air and
prevent condensed moisture. In this
way, a uniform and healthy interior
climate is guaranteed.

The heating hoses are precisely adjusted with clips and vented to ensure the even distribution of warm
air around the interior.

The 47 mm thick, well-insulated floor guarantees
warm feet. Starting from
the VIVALDI series, additional underfloor heating
provides a special feeling
of well-being (optional on
some models).
ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
ON THE SUBJECT OF CLIMATE
AND WINTER CAMPING:
www.tabbert.com/klima
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ADDITIONAL TABBERT CLIMATE HIGHLIGHTS
• The 31 mm thick side walls, the TABBERT roof and the 47 mm thick frost protection floor.
• Perfectly sealed windows and doors ensure a draught-free interior.
• All outside windows can be fitted with optional insulation mats attached to the
awning strips to reduce thermal bridges. Even the front and rear windows can be
fitted on request.

•
To protect against frost, all water pipes
are laid alongside the heating hoses.

In caravans with a body length of 550 cm and greater, the temperatures in the
living and sleeping area can
be steplessly and separately
regulated by a 2-climate-zone
12 V blower.
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STORAGE SPACE

PLENTY OF

Kitchen utensils and ingredients are readily
available thanks to the deep pull-out, rollerbearing mounted TABBERT kitchen drawers.

ROOM
Here, you will find plenty of space
for frequently used items: the upper compartments are equipped
with adjustable shelves, which allows them to fit large items.

FOR GREAT ADVENTURES
It goes without saying – you will want for nothing
while holidaying in a TABBERT caravan. Here all the
passengers can pack what is important to them in
their home country far away from home. The design
systematically exploits every bit of free space by turning it into easily accessible storage space. The fact
that this is done in the heated area is a significant
advantage, and not just on winter camping trips.

The full-size, deep wardrobe allows creasefree storage of clothing on hangers.

The cavernous front storage space can
house more than just gas bottles and is
exceptionally easy to load and unload.

Large items such as bedding are easily
stored in the seat compartments.

The lower bunk bed can be folded up in
just one step to create a large loading
area that is also easily accessible from
the outside via the garage door (optional).
The storage space below the bed is easily
accessible – a rugged mechanism with a
hold function and a gas pressure damper
make handling child's play.

ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
ABOUT STORAGE SPACE:
www.tabbert.com/stauraum
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Storage space for bulky items: The
high service flap in the bed area allows large items of luggage to be
loaded easily and conveniently.
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SAFETY

EVERYTHING TO BRING YOU

SAFELY

TO YOUR DESTINATION

CELLINI

Rear lights featuring the fibre
optic system and the TABBERT
automotive design are not
only attractive, but safe.

TABBERT stands for safety and has received numerous
awards for this in the past. And with god reason. All
TABBERT caravans offer uncompromising and comprehensive levels of safety equipment. This means you are
also equipped to deal with unpredictable situations.
With its standard upgrades in driving and vehicle
safety, TABBERT sets the standards for the industry.

The attention-grabbing clearance, tail- and side- lights provide enhanced safety for nighttime driving and make it easier
to manoeuvre in the dark.

AL-KO CHASSIS FOR HANDLING DYNAMICS AND SAFETY

The AKS anti-sway hitch swiftly
balances out any rolling and pitching movements.

Excellent driving safety is guaranteed by the electro-mechanical anti-skid system ATC (AL-KO Trailer Control) which continuously monitors all driving states with the help of ball-bearing-mounted
sensors. If critical signals are detected, immediate brake intervention is triggered.

5 metres

Superlative braking effect even without continuous brake inspection: The AL-KO AAA premium brake is self-adjusting – and
reduces braking distances by up to five metres.

ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
ABOUT SAFETY:
www.tabbert.com/sicherheit
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High-quality branded tires with high loadbearing reserves ensure optimum handling
characteristics, even with a full load.

A safe, relaxed driving experience at all
times: in the event of side winds and
during overtaking or evasive manoeuvres, the AL-KO Trailer Control system
equipped with sensors brings the caravan back on track automatically.
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In all TABBERT models, a weighing device is installed in the support wheel.
This is where you can simply check if
your TABBERT is loaded in accordance
with your towing vehicle (not possible for the 3.5 tonne chassis).

Danger detected, danger averted – the
live-saving and standard-fit smoke detector warns of the risk of fire in good time.

SAFETY

CAUTION IS THE
BEST

POLICY
The TABBERT window lock is twice as secure.
It can only be opened if the additional pushbutton is pressed.

If you want to play it safe, you are in the right
place: TABBERT provides its caravans with
excellent protection against unpleasant situations. For many years now, virtually no other
brand has demonstrated more comprehensive
safety precautions. This traditional strength
sets all our current series apart. Also when it
comes to the bodywork.

Cutlery and glasses are well protected in
the kitchen drawers and ceiling-mounted lockers – thanks to the self-closing safety locks.

Simple but effective. This protective feature prevents damage to
the rear of the caravan if it is tilted unexpectedly.

ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
ABOUT SAFETY:
www.tabbert.com/sicherheit

The tried-and-tested two-part TABBERT door with three-point
locking system simultaneously meets the need for more safety,
light and ventilation (ROSSINI, DA VINCI and PEP). Just as nice as it
is lock-secure, the new one-part entrance door is equipped with a
robust one-handed inner handle (from VIVALDI).
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The almost noiseless pull-out mosquito net door disappears entirely within the door frame in the new TABBERT models, without
narrowing off the exit.

The sturdy heavy-duty struts guarantee a secure footing free of
vibrations (AL-KO Big Foot optional).
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LONGEVITY

STRONGER THAN TIME –
		TABBERT
A TABBERT caravan stands for enduring
quality. This high level of commitment is
reflected in every detail. Our systematic
quality philosophy extends throughout
the production process. From intelligent
design, to the selection of the high-quality
material mix all the way to the flawless
workmanship. TABBERT – the brand for
those who value durability and lasting
value.

TABBERT 58 MM ROOF STRUCTURE
HIGH-STRENGTH
GRP ROOF

The ceiling-mounted lockers not only look attractive, but also feature sturdy bases with reinforcing elements and wooden mouldings.
STANDARD ROOF
STRUCTURE 31 MM

PERMEABLE
SPECIAL MAT

SHEET
METAL

SEPARATION LAYER

PLYWOOD

For TABBERT brand motorhomes we offer you – within the scope of our product warranty terms valid at the time
of delivery – a 10-year impermeability
guarantee on the vehicle body as well
as 24 months warranty provided by your
TABBERT partner.

STYROFOAM

EPS INSULATING
LAYER
CEILING COVERING

Reduces insurance premiums and increases the long-term value: The
1.4 millimetre thick high strength GRP roof over the thick, rear-ventilated insulation.

TOP VALUE TECHNOLOGY (TVT)
ROOF
HIGH-STRENGTH

PERMEABLE

GRP

PE MAT

Visibly flawless workmanship, flush surfaces and narrow gaps on three-dimensional structural elements leave a lasting
impression.

Breathable reinforcement mouldings made
of thick solid wood used in the interior fittings guarantee unyielding rigidity.

Top-quality hinges for ceiling-mounted
lockers doors and pre-drilled adjustment
options for reinforcing intermediate
shelves are a matter of course.

It runs quietly and closes safely – the sturdy wooden sliding door with its silent, adjustable internal castors (from the VIVALDI
on, depending on layout).

The superlative quality of the precision
work is also especially evident in inaccess
ible areas that are out of sight.

Safe technology attractively presented:
The economical 12 V LED lighting strips fitted are protected against accidental contact, short circuits and corrosion.

ALUMINIUM
LAYER
EPS INSULATING
LAYER

ALUMINIUM
LAYER

PU STRIP

PU STRIP

EPS INSULATING
LAYER

FLOOR

ALUMINIUM

XPS INSULATING

PVC

LAYER

LAYER

FLOORING

Minimum weight, optimum insulation and maximum durability – TABBERT’s optional Top Value Technology (TVT) combines three key
advantages. The construction of the roof, side walls and floor replaces wood, which is susceptible to weathering, with high-grade
modern materials. This makes the caravan both lighter and more robust. The high-strength roof made of GRP offers reliable protection
against rain, snow and hail.

ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
ABOUT DURABILITY
www.tabbert.com/langlebigkeit
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FUNCTIONALITY/ERGONOMICS

INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS AS


STANDARD

Our unique passion and our more than
60 years of experience developing highquality caravans are evident in everyday use. Due to intelligent upgrades
for practical details as well as the little
things, each day leaves nothing but enjoyable memories.

In the TABBERT, the gas box opens parallel upwards. This way, even the bike rack
mounted on the tow bar does not impede
during the loading and unloading process.

Two-piece entrance door: A particularly
deep step bearing the attractive TABBERT
brand label lights your way and aids your
entry.

To help you safely load and unload items,
the smooth-running door hinges on the
ceiling-mounted lockers are fitted with
high-tension springs with a hold function.

A sliding window in the kitchen allows the
entrance door to be fully opened, even if
the kitchen window is open.

Not just a design element. The shunting
bar at the back makes it easy to park a
TABBERT by ensuring an even distribution
of force.

The ergonomically shaped manoeuvring
handles at the back are very practical.

As with all TABBERT installations, techno
logy and storage space are clearly separated from one another. The same applies
to the well protected Truma Therme water
heater.

The technical control centre, which is safely housed in the wardrobe, gives you instant
access to all key electrical functions in the caravan. For instance, the powerful 350 or
400 watt 12-volt power supply and converter. In the CELLINI, the technical systems are
installed under the floor near the axle to provide a favourable centre of gravity.

Quality in detail: The perfectly sealed
waste disposal tunnel for the toilet is fully
enclosed and superbly protected.

The 45-litre fresh water tank fitted as
standard is easy to fill and to clean. To
ensure optimum weight distribution, it
is housed at the back of the caravan.

The new one-part entrance door can be easily operated thanks to the high-quality new lever handle (also available from VIVALDI).
Not only the visually appealing interior lining (plastic in carbon optics) provides an extremely solid appearance. Even the sound the
door makes when it closes reaffirms this. In the premium version, a large window was also installed, the hinges were covered and the
interior lining was refined with brown imitation leather applications. Under the coat hooks you’ll find a practical bag and a cleverly
placed umbrella compartment (premium door in the VIVALDI only optional).

ADDITIONAL VALUABLE INFORMATION
CONCERNING FUNCTIONALITY
AND ERGONOMICS:
www.tabbert.com/funktionalitaet
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USB socket: the handy charging point for
smartphones, tablets or cameras (depending on model).

ORIGIN

THE LEGEND

TABBERT
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When master bodywork builder Alfred Tabbert presented
his first caravan to the public in 1953, he struck a chord
with an entire generation. The years of the ‘economic
miracle’ in Germany ushered in elegance, chic and a new
self-confid ence that TABBERT skilfully conveyed in his
exterior and interior designs.
People wanted to – and could – afford to indulge themselves. "La Dolce Vita” captured the hearts of an entire
nation. Europe wanted to travel and enjoy life to the full.
TABBERT designed the products to enable this – products
that stood out with their unique mix of materials, stylish
interiors, high-quality workmanship and practical design
solutions. And so it remains today.
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SERVICE

TABBERT CUSTOMERS ENJOY

			PREMIUM STATUS
TABBERT SOCIAL MEDIA
You’ll like this: On the TABBERT
Facebook page, we will provide
you with some initial insight into
current developments, whether
new models or a special technical feature. We provides links to
cool and exciting pictures and
videos about your desired topic.
And, of course, you can also work
as an influencer or click your way
through the opinions of other
TABBERT customers ...
facebook.tabbert.com
youtube.tabbert.com

TABBERT SHOP
Those who own a TABBERT also like to advertise the fact
that they do. As a manufacturer, we are very happy that
you identify yourself with your caravan and that you would
like to equip it in an appropriate way. Therefore, we have
assembled quite a few selected and high-quality items of
clothing and accessories as well as practical camping assistants and leisure equipment for you. Take a look around at
shop.tabbert.com

TABBERT ONLINE

TABBERT DATES

TABBERT PREMIUM SERVICE NETWORK

Browsing through a TABBERT catalogue is great.
However, in order to better understand what defines the new 2019 TABBERT models, we present all
floorplans, features and options on our homepage,
also available as 360° views. Furthermore, you will
find informative images and videos as well as indepth explanations regarding the technical details
and TABBERT-typical conveniences. You will discover
that – in terms of design, equipment and quality,
even when taking a less superficial view – our caravans meet the premium quality demand. If you do
not have any time for a dealership visit, then indulge
in your favourite brand at www.tabbert.com

Who, what, when, where? Dealership
events and trade fairs are well-loved by
TABBERT fans. Because of the new models and due to the fact that fans enjoy
chatting with like-minded people. Check
out our schedule at dates.tabbert.com

Are you currently in Sweden,
Spain or Slovakia? So that you
feel at home with your premium
caravan wherever you travel,
we choose our TABBERT service
partners with great care. They
are among the best dealerships
in your region and are regularly
trained by TABBERT. This way,
you always receive precisely the
professional help that you require. Provided by people who
understand you. Service is also
a question of personal interaction. All locations can be found
at dealer.tabbert.com
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Concept & design: tsitrone medien GmbH & Co. KG, Cologne, www.tsitrone.de

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE AT:

www.tabbert.com
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The details regarding delivery scope, dimensions and weight as well as in terms of appearance are in line
with the understanding at the time of printing (07/2018). We reserve the right to make changes to the equipment, technical details, the series scope and the prices. Upon conclusion of the contract, technical changes
within the scope of the construction are retained insofar as they serve the technical advancement and are
acceptable to the customer. Subtle deviations in colour tone and material properties are reserved – even
after conclusion of the contract. This applies insofar as these are unavoidable due to the material itself and
are acceptable to the customer. Please note that some of the images contained in this catalogue may include
alternative designs or optional extras and accessories that incur an extra cost. Colours may appear altered
due to the printing process. Before purchasing a vehicle, please consult a suitable authorised dealer who can
provide you with comprehensive information and advice regarding all of the latest models. The decorations
illustrated in the catalogue are not included in the scope of delivery. Please also consult the information
contained in the current price list, particularly with regard to weights, vehicle load capacities and tolerances.
May only be reproduced in whole or in part with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Errors
and omissions excepted.

